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Glass Stones

Posted by ChristopherStaples - 07 Jul 2012 01:56
_____________________________________

I just pulled off my 50 / 60 stones and swapped them over with glass for installing sandpaper onto
glass shop only charged $1 a stone
works a treat

used my 2000 / 3000 / 6000 grit paper from my edge pro system on it

would make a nice option for kits as its cheaper to get polish tape then full stones for each grit

worked out around 10 cents a stone and polished 3 knifes before they showed wear
============================================================================

Re: Glass Stones

Posted by ChristopherStaples - 19 Jul 2012 01:36
_____________________________________

now why didn't I think about hot glue

would have been quicker then cutting all the double sided tape I used

glass is also better because the tape peels off and back on it easily

very happy over demolishing my cause stones
just a shame the very last paddle broke when forcing it apart
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nothing araldite did not fix

how ever if i was to do it again I would heat up the paddle a bit so the tape hopefully lets go
and make the glass panels the same size as the paddle and hot glue them in also then the edge pro
tape would fit perfectly with out cutting

how ever working just dandy as thin slithers of tape
============================================================================

Re: Glass Stones

Posted by KenSchwartz - 19 Jul 2012 01:42
_____________________________________

razoredgeknives wrote:
Ken, I'll probably order some... if its fine w/ clay can you post your prices? or would you rather a phone
call...

...

Just send me a PM for details. Regards, Ken
============================================================================
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